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Abstract 
Object: Prediction of the COVID-19 epidemic represents a matter of concern 
not only for public health or medicine but also for Earth’s general population. 
This study predicts outbreaks in Wuhan and in Japan as of 11 February, 2020. 
Method: We applied a simple SIR model to data published by Hubei public 
health authorities. Moreover, into the model, we incorporate mild and 
asymptomatic cases from experiences of Japanese residents of Wuhan up to 
the outbreak. Finally, we predict an outbreak in Japan based on 10,000 itera-
tions of a simulation conducted under the assumption of infected people in-
cluding mild cases visiting Japan according to the estimated distribution of 
patients in Wuhan since the date on which the initial case occurred to the 
date when travel from Wuhan to Japan was suspended. Results: Results sug-
gest the basic reproduction number, R0, as 2.84; its 95% confidence interval 
(CI) was [2.35, 3.33]. The peak is estimated to be reached on March 11. Its 
95% CI peak date is 29 February to 27 March. The 95% CI peak date in Japan 
is 26 April to 2 May. The greatest number of patients at the peak with severe 
symptoms was estimated as 858.3 thousand. Discussion and Conclusion: Our 
obtained R0 of 2.84 approximates an earlier estimate. We predicted the greatest 
number of patients at the peak with severe symptoms as 858.3 thousand in Ja-
pan. This number is 63% greater than the highest daily peak of influenza. 
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1. Introduction 

The initial case of COVID-19 was reported in Wuhan on 1 December, but hu-
man-to-human infection was not confirmed at that time [1]. Since 23 January, 
Wuhan city has blocked traffic. On 29 January, WHO declared a Public Health 
Emergency of International Concern. As of 16 February, WHO reported 51,857 
laboratory-confirmed cases and 1666 cases with mortality [2]. The prediction of 
the COVID-19 epidemic represents an important concern not only for public 
health or medicine but also for Earth’s general population. 

Already, basic reproduction number, R0, of COVID-19 was estimated in the 
very earliest stage of outbreak [3]. Nevertheless, its entire course of outbreak and 
its spread to other cities in China and other countries were not examined. 

This study examines R0 estimated by the Hubei public health authorities by 
using susceptible-infected-recovery (SIR) model [4] and predicts the outbreak 
course in Wuhan by application of a similar procedure to that used for 2009 
pandemic influenza [4]. Especially, we incorporate mild cases or asymptomatic 
cases which were not reported in China, based on experiences of Japanese resi-
dents of Wuhan: that were 11 mild cases, and 2 asymptomatic cases among 962 
persons. Finally, we assess the predicted outbreak course in Japan as of 11 Feb-
ruary, 2020. 

2. Method 

We applied a simple SIR model to the data assuming the following conditions: 
the incubation period was 3 - 7 days with a uniform distribution [3]. We defined 
severe cases those who showed pneumonia and mild cases those who showed 
fever and respiratory symptoms but did not show pneumonia. Experience among 
Japanese people living in Wuhan until the outbreak provides information for mild 
cases because complete seroepidemiological surveillance was performed for them. 
During January 29-February 7, 2020, in total 962 Japanese returned to Japan 
from Wuhan. All had received a test to detect COVID-19; of them, 12 were 
found to be positive for COVID-19 [5]. Of those 12, 9 Japanese people had exhi-
bited mild symptoms; the other 3 showed no symptom. Moreover, two Japanese 
residents of Wuhan exhibited severe symptoms: one died, although no fatal case 
was confirmed as COIVD-19 by testing. However, two Japanese residents of 
Wuhan with mild symptoms were refused re-entry to Japan even though they 
were not confirmed as infected. If one assumes that the Japanese fatal case in 
Wuhan and two rejected re-entrants were infected with COVID-19, then 2 se-
vere cases, 11 mild cases, and 2 asymptomatic cases existed among Japanese res-
idents of Wuhan. We apply these proportions to the simulation. 

We assumed that the power of infectivity among severe patients and mild pa-
tients were equal, but in the asymptomatic cases, it was assumed to be half of 
symptomatic cases as influenza [6] [7] [8] [9] [10]. We searched R0 to fit the 
number of patients during 20 January to 11 February in Wuhan assuming they 
were severe cases so as to minimize the sum of absolute values of discrepancy 
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among the reported numbers and the fitted values. Before 20 January, the daily 
number of confirmed cases was not reported by Hubei public health authorities. 
After 11 February, case definitions of the infected patients were changed to in-
clude clinically diagnosed individuals to confirmed cases in addition to test-positive 
cases as before. We identified the confirmed cases during this period as severe 
cases: they include no mild or asymptomatic cases. 

Its 95% confidence interval (CI) was estimated by the second derivative of R0 
to the sum of squared discrepancy among data. It was fitted during this period. 

First, we estimated R0. We also simulated data before January 19 to infer the 
initial appearance of a case in Wuhan. Then we estimated how many people 
were infected with mild symptoms at a date when the initial case occurred in 
Wuhan to the end of January, when travel from Wuhan to Japan was suspended. 
We presumed that, because of their illness, no severely ill patient would be al-
lowed to return to Japan. 

Finally, we predicted the outbreak in Japan through 10,000 iterations of boot-
strapping under the assumption that infected people, including those with mild 
cases, visit Japan randomly according to an estimated distribution of patients in 
Wuhan and R0 from the date when the initial case occurred to 22nd January 
when Wuhan city was blocked traffic. During this period, we assumed about 
1.02 million from the number of Chinese including other than Wuhan came to 
Japan as experience in late of 2019 and early in 2019 [11]. 

3. Results 

R0 was estimated as 2.84. Its 95% CI was [2.35, 3.33]. The predicted epidemic 
curve during 20 January through 11 February is portrayed in Figure 1. Figure 2 
depicts the predicted entire epidemic curve in Wuhan. The peak was estimated 
as being reached on March 11 with 786.6 thousand newly diagnosed severe pa-
tients. The 95% CI peak date was 29 February to 27 March, with respective 
maximum numbers of severe patients per day estimated respectively as 615.8 
and 936 thousand. Working backward, we also estimate that the first initial se-
vere case in Wuhan occurred on 12 December, 2019. Between 12 December and 
31 January, 112.51 thousand cases with mild infection and 21.304 thousand 
asymptomatic cases were estimated during the same period because about two 
million Chinese were estimated as visiting. In all, 160.73 infected people with 
mild symptoms and 30.43 infected asymptomatic cases from Wuhan were esti-
mated as visiting Japan. Results of 10,000 simulation iterations show a 95% CI 
peak date in Japan as 31st March to 26th May. The number of patients with se-
vere symptoms at the peak was estimated as 858.3 thousand if R0 was estimated 
value. 

4. Discussion 

We estimate the simple SIR model including mild or asymptomatic cases that 
were not published from the Hubin public health authorities in China. Although  
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Figure 1. Epidemic curve of COVID-19 in Wuhan and fitted lines from 20 
January to 11 February (number of patients in thousands). Note: Bars 
represent the epidemic curve in Wuhan reported from the Hubei public 
health authority. The line represents the fitted epidemic curve based on the 
estimated R0. 

 

 
Figure 2. Predictive epidemic curve of COVID-19 in Wuhan and its 95% confidence in-
terval. Note: The black line represents the epidemic curve based on the estimated R0 of 
2.84 [2.35, 3.33]. Two gray lines represent the epidemic curves of the 95% confidence in-
terval estimated R0 as [2.35, 3.33]. 

 
the initial case was reported in Wuhan on1 December [1], we estimated the on-
set of the initial case with estimated power of infectiousness on 12 December, An 
earlier study [2] estimated R0 for COVID-19 as 2.24 - 3.58. Our obtained R0, 2.84 
was similar to the earlier reported one. 

We assumed equal power of infectiousness by severe patients and mild pa-
tients. This assumption reflects the fact that mild patients usually do not change 
their behavior and contacts. For that reason, they can infect others effectively, 
although their volume virus shading might be smaller than that of severely ill 
patients. Conversely, virus shading among severe patients might be greater than 
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that of mild patients. However, their activity would greatly decline, especially if 
they were hospitalized. Therefore, we cannot identify ex ante which type of pa-
tient has greater infectiousness. 

We predicted the greatest number of patients at peak with severe symptoms as 
858.3 thousand in Japan. This number was 58% larger than the highest peak of 
influenza on any day since 2009, which was 15 January, 2019 [12]. The number 
of patients itself might be comparable, but typical symptoms of COVID-19 in-
cluding pneumonia are much severer than those of influenza. Therefore, the se-
vere COVID-19 patients are expected to be hospitalized, although most influen-
za patients in Japan never became hospital inpatients. Additional beds might al-
so be needed, as they were necessary in Wuhan, if all of 858.3 thousand patients 
were hospitalized simultaneously. Preparation of beds, drugs, and respirators 
around the peak is expected to be necessary, although only 70 days remain be-
fore the peak is reached. 

As portrayed in Figure 1, some spikes were apparent in the reported number 
of patients from the Hubei public health authorities. Therefore, we fitted R0 to 
minimize the absolute deviation between the reported number of cases and fit-
ted, instead of the squared residual. The number of confirmed cases we used was 
presumed to be affected by the test capacity or test performance for sensitivity 
and specificity. Therefore, the data which were used might not reflect the out-
break in Wuhan precisely. They might downwardly bias the estimate of R0. Some 
studies have examined underreporting in China [2] [13], but we pointed out the 
possibility that, because they had not incorporated mild cases or asymptomatic 
cases into their model, they misunderstand them as underreporting of the con-
firmed cases in China. 

Nevertheless, if some drug, vaccine or effective therapy were developed, the 
obtained results would eventually turn out to be an overestimation. We hope to 
realize development of such countermeasures. Even so, this primitive and simple 
simulation might contribute to planning that is capable of controlling the out-
break. 

5. Conclusion 

We predicted the peak of the outbreak in Wuhan as March 11; its 95% CI peak 
was inferred as 29 February to 27 March. We also predicted the outbreak peak in 
Japan as occurring at about the end of April to early May. We hope that the ob-
tained results will support public health authorities’ decisions related to control-
ling. 
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